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INTRODUCTION

In July and August 2008 a research group of the University of Tartu conducted small-scale excavations and research with ground-penetrating radar in Harjumaa (Jõelähtme parish), at the Jägala Jõesuu hill fort and at the settlement site on the foot of the hill fort, and also carried out landscape survey in the surroundings (Fig. 1).

The purpose of the fieldwork at the Jägala Jõesuu hill fort was to ascertain the existence and character of the cultural layer, especially in the area where the future building of the visitors’ centre of the hill fort is currently being planned. The settlement site was detected on an extensive area and the gathered find material enables to specify the date of the site.
The task of the fieldwork in the yard area of the hill fort was to explain the geological structure of the ridge of the hill, ascertain the presence and character of the cultural layer under the sand heaps covering the plateau, the existence of a rampart on the eastern edge of the ridge and the possibility of a moat at the northern foot of the hill fort. It turned out that the yard area of the hill fort is covered by sand of eolian origin with numerous strata from sites of different periods and type preserved under it.

The purpose of the archaeological landscape survey was to find new sites and explain the extent of the Jägala Jõesuu II Stone Age settlement site. The research mostly concentrated on the right bank (the one by the hill fort) of the Jägala River, progressing into north as well as south from the hill fort. Intensive survey was accomplished on the whole area with ca. 20–50 cm wide and ca. 30 cm deep (deeper if necessary) test-pits dug with the distance of 10–20 m on the territory between the Jägala River and the Ruu–Neeme road. Finds were gathered from the surface of the settlement site as well. A new Stone Age settlement site and two Iron Age settlement sites were discovered and the borders of an already known Stone Age settlement were specified, separating among other things its two habitation stages.

**EXCAVATIONS AND RESEARCH WITH GROUND-PENETRATING RADAR**

**Jägala Jõesuu Linnamäe settlement site**

The settlement site is situated approximately 80 m north of the Jägala Jõesuu hill fort, north-east of the gravel way extending from the Ruu–Neeme road to the Jägala River (Figs. 1; 9). The site, where the first finds were discovered already in the beginning of the 20th century, has been mentioned in several publications, it is taken under national heritage protection (reg. no. 17534) and dated to the prehistory and the Middle Ages (Tönisson et al. 2008, 191). However, definite data on the character and extent of the cultural layer there were absent until now, therefore the existence of the settlement site was rather questionable before the beginning of the research, since no traces from the cultural layer could be detected from the surroundings of the hill fort from the test-pits dug in 2007 (Löhmus & Oras 2008, 37). Since weak cultural layers poor in finds cannot easily be distinguished in test-pits and finds need not always be found from the test-pits, it was decided to establish four 2 × 2 m big trial pits. The cultural layer of the settlement site was discovered north-west from the aforementioned gravel road, but its extent still needs additional research.

The cultural layer that in places was buried under up to twenty centimetres thick (dune?) sands, was in places excellently preserved, still partly destroyed in the course of later human activity. The topmost sand contained sporadic nails and pieces of slag and brick from the historic times. 3 redware sherds, one fragment of a faience vessel, 5 pieces of brick and 12 slag chunks
were gathered from the intermingled strata. Probably associated with the historic times. This is indicated by a test excavation.

A unique find complex was formed by 2 quartz flakes (including a single big example shaped in platform technique, Fig. 2: 7), 1 flint flake and 319 hand-moulded pottery sherds. The majority of the pottery was obtained from the most south-eastern test excavation. The pottery sherds originated from vessels made of clay mixed with rock debris. Also sherds of both bowls (Fig. 2: 3) and pots were found. The pots have been moulded from clay coils with N-type contact surfaces (observable on one sherd). The wall thickness varies from 6 mm to 10 mm, but the majority of sherds are 7–8 mm thick. Pots with both smoothed surfaces as well as vessels striated on the outer surface have been produced (Fig. 2: 1–2, 4–6). Among sherds with both preserved surfaces, fragments with a striated outer surface and smoothed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample / Proov</th>
<th>Lab no. / Labori nr</th>
<th>D13C(‰)</th>
<th>Radiocarbon age (BP) / ¹⁴C-aastad</th>
<th>Measuring age (1a*) / Kalendriaasta (1a)**</th>
<th>Measuring age (2a) / Kalendriaasta (2a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Jägala Jõesuu hill fort, charcoal, lower cultural layer</td>
<td>SPb-77</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2400±80</td>
<td>750–390 cal. BC</td>
<td>800–300 cal. BC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Radiocarbon dates from the Jägala Jõesuu hill fort and settlement sites investigated in 2008.


* All the calibrations by: Atmospheric data from Reimer et al. (2004); OxCal v3.10 Bronk Ramsey (2005); cub r:5 sd:12 prob usp[chron].
** Köök kalibreeringud: Atmospheric data from Reimer et al. (2004); OxCal v3.10 Bronk Ramsey (2005); cub r:5 sd:12 prob usp[chron].

were gathered from the intermingled strata. Probably a few of the 42 fragments (the majority of these burned) of animal and fish bones (including two vertebrae) can also be associated with the historic times. This is indicated by a radiocarbon analysis from an animal bone (Table 1: 6). Especially much garbage from the previous century, were collected from the most south-eastern test excavation.

A unique find complex was formed by 2 quartz flakes (including a single big example shaped in platform technique, Fig. 2: 7), 1 flint flake and 319 hand-moulded pottery sherds. The majority of the pottery was obtained from the most south-eastern test excavation. The pottery sherds originated from vessels made of clay mixed with rock debris. Also sherds of both bowls (Fig. 2: 3) and pots were found. The pots have been moulded from clay coils with N-type contact surfaces (observable on one sherd). The wall thickness varies from 6 mm to 10 mm, but the majority of sherds are 7–8 mm thick. Pots with both smoothed surfaces as well as vessels striated on the outer surface have been produced (Fig. 2: 1–2, 4–6). Among sherds with both preserved surfaces, fragments with a striated outer surface and smoothed
inner surface are over three times more numerous than fragments with both smoothed surfaces. Since many sherds have crumbled surfaces, this comparison might not be conclusive, but it surely refers to a certain trend. Also the bowls have been produced from coils with N-type contact surfaces (can be followed on two sherds). The wall thickness varies from 3 mm to 8 mm. Mostly both surfaces of bowls have been smoothed.

There are very few certain aspects to date the complex more exactly. According to the striated pottery the settlement site might, for the time being, be dated to a long period — the Early Iron Age (500 BC — 450 AD), at the same time an edge fragment of the rim of a bowl with smoothed surface could originate already from the Middle Iron Age (450–850 AD).

**Jägala Jõesuu hill fort**

The research group of the University of Tartu continued archaeological excavations at the Jägala Jõesuu hill fort (reg. no. 17535) already for the third season. If earlier, in years 2005 and 2007, the fieldwork concentrated on different sections of the rampart and the yard area directly by the rampart and further only with test-pits (Johanson & Veldi 2006; Löhmus & Oras 2008), then in 2008 the research of the yard of the hill fort concentrated on the archaeological and geological aspect. An extensive part of the hill fort is covered by sand masses, commonly considered as dunes, but the possibility of human impact cannot be excluded either. The purpose of the studies in 2008 was to explain the formation of the sand mounds and ascertain the existence of a cultural layer under the mounds.

The ground-penetrating radar was used to gather information (1) on the rampart on the northern side of the hill fort as well as inspect its existence on the eastern side of the ridge, (2) on the supposed moat at the northern foot of the hill fort and (3) on the existing cultural layers in the yard area of the hill fort. The research was conducted with the ground-penetrating radar of Radar Systems Inc. on the frequency of 500 MHz. The reflected signal was measured during 150 ns for geological purposes and during 50 ns for archaeological purposes. In order to avoid noise 2, up to 4 signals were attached. During the research value
5 was used as the value of the dielectric permittivity of the subsurface. The mentioned value corresponds to the speed of electromagnetic waves 0.15 m/ns (dry sand; Davis & Annan 1989) and was used to convert the time scale into depth scale. The measuring took place in 44 profiles with a different length. In the course of the work the location of the apparatus was measured with the help of the GPS-system attached to the radar, the distances were duplicated with the help of a measuring wheel. The processing of the cross-sections was conducted with the software-packet ‘Prism-2’, filtrating and amplifying signals in order to achieve a better visual effect.

In the general geological structure the results of the radar enable to distinguish three different environments in the cross-sections on the basis of the pattern (Fig. 3). In the case of the topmost subsurface environment we are dealing with dune sands which contain numerous hyperbolic reflections caused by objects near the surface (e.g. stones, metallic garbage etc. brought there by people). Partly stronger and partly weaker reflections intertwined with each other under the dune sands that are characteristic of sands with marine origin. Considering the absolute altitude, these may be the beach formations of the Litorina Sea (Suuroja et al. 2002). The lowermost stronger reflection can be associated with the groundwater level. Electromagnetic waves perish very quickly within groundwater.

The rampart located in the northern side of the hill fort, which has been archaeologically repeatedly studied (Spreckelsen 1924/1925; Johanson & Veldi 2006; Lõhmus & Oras 2008), was accurately documented with the ground-penetrating radar as an up to 2 m thick environment poor in reflections
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**Fig. 3.** Radargram across the Jägala Jõesuu hill fort. The geological feature is composed of marine sands and gravel mostly; and is covered by eolian sands. The topographic correction is approximate, based on the levelling of the reflection from groundwater. Vertical scale is exaggerated.

**Jn 3.** Radargramm üle Jägala Jõesuu linnamäe. Linnamägi koosneb peamiselt mereise päritoluga liivadest ja kruusadest, mis on kaetud eoolsete liivadega. Radargrammil kujutatud reljeef on ligikaudne, kuna parandis alluseks on võetud peegeldus pinnaasevitasemelt. Vertikaalne skaala on ülekõrgendusega.

**Drawing / Joonis:** Jüri Plado
Fig. 4. *Radargram on top of the Jägala Jõesuu hill fort. The referred reflection corresponds to the upper cultural layer inside the eolian sand. No topographic correction is applied; vertical scale is exaggerated.*


Fig. 5. *The upper radargram across the Jägala Jõesuu hill fort along the area covered by sand dunes shows a strong reflection associating with the upper cultural layer. The lower figure illustrates the thickness of the cover sand, assuming that the cultural layer is horizontal.*

on top of the marine material. In the centre of this material, in its upper part, hyperbolic reflections originating from stone pieces were discerned that formed the defence structure. The rampart is missing in the eastern and southern slope of the ridge.

On the northern foot of the hill fort a small declivity of ground can be observed compared to the surrounding area, which might be a low moat. However, research with the ground-penetrating radar did not reveal any reflection that would enable such interpretation.

In the yard of the hill fort the ground-penetrating radar demonstrated the existence of reflections inside the dune sands (Fig. 4). In order to indentify the cause of the reflections a 4 × 4 m test pit was created to the boundary of the sand mounds located in the eastern part of the hill fort (Fig. 6). Visual inspection of the sand in the excavation pit confirmed that the sand in the yard was really natural dunes. In the place of the excavation the thickness of the fine light and in places horizontally layered dune sand with grey organic-rich lines originating from temporary overgrowing extended up to 1.5 m. A single quartz flake was obtained from the dune sand.
The 10–15 cm thick cultural layer (upper cultural layer) composed of
greyish black sand containing organics was located directly under the dune
sand, inclining northwards. In addition to scarce finds, human activity in
the layer was referred to by a single piece of limestone, some charcoal par-
ticles and burnt stone rubble.

Directly under the upper cultural layer the remains of a field were de-
tected. The field remains were distinguished by 20 darker plough-marks con-
sisting of charcoal particles (Fig. 7), 11 of which were north–south or north-
east–south-west directed and 9 east–west or north-west–south-east directed.
The plough-marks with U- or V-shaped cross-sections were 0.3–3.5 m long,
up to 14 cm wide and up to 8 cm deep. The reflection of electromagnetic
waves originating from the upper cultural layer and/or the field remains can
be followed inside the eolian sands on an extensive area of 2500 m² (Fig. 5).

Another cultural layer that could not be identified in the radargrams
(undistinguishable from the upper cultural layer), was exposed under the
plough-marks. Namely in the north-western part of the excavation first a
darker charcoal-rich stratum containing finds was exposed. Then, an ap-
proximately 3 m long and up to 85 cm wide coaly line was discerned in the
stratum. Considering its shape and the interpretation of analogous coaly
lines it might have derived from the burning of horizontally placed logs. The
lower cultural layer was located in a soil depression that can be followed in
the upper cultural layer (Fig. 8). It is possible that the layer may include
remains of a dwelling house with sunken floor. The hypothesis needs to be
tested in the course of further investigations.

The find material\footnote{TÜ 1444.} of the part of the hill fort comparatively small in
number. Altogether only 95 finds were gathered from the upper cultural lay-
er, including 51 pottery sherds, 28 pieces of burnt clay (at least a part of these
are clay daub stuck between the logs of a building), 10 burnt bone fragments,
5 quartz finds and 1 fossil. The majority of the pottery sherds derive from
vessels moulded from clay mixed with rock debris, a part of the sherds have
plant remains or plant remains with rock debris or sand added to the mould-
ing mass. The plant remains used in the clay mixture have burnt out and
their presence can only be followed by hollows in the places of fracture and
traces on the surfaces of the sherds. The N-type contact surfaces used to con-
nect the clay coils can be seen on three sherds. A more completely preserved
edge fragment of the rim is as thick as the wall and slightly slanting outside.
The wall thickness of the vessels is 4–9 mm. The sherds with both preserved
surfaces suggest that the majority of the vessels have been smoothed on both
inner and outer surface, but there have been vessels with smoothed outer
and striated inner surfaces as well as containers with smoothed inner and
striated outer surfaces. Ornamentation – shallow pits – was present only on
a single sherd. Among the quartz finds 4 flakes of an unclear flaking tech-
nique and a single blade fragment should be mentioned.
Altogether 440 finds were obtained from the lower cultural layer, including 431 pottery sherds (at least 421 of these being the sherds from a one and the same vessel), 6 burnt bone fragments, 2 pieces of burnt clay and 1 quartz flake. The vessels have been preserved from clay mixed with plant
remains or rock debris and moulded from clay coils with N-type contact surfaces. The majority of sherds derive from vessels with smoothed surfaces, only a single sherd has striations on its inner surface. The wall thickness of the sherds ranges from 5 to 7 mm, the only edge fragment of the rim is 8 mm thick. The edge fragment originates from a vessel moulded from clay mixed with rock debris and has a rim turned outwards in a slightly convex manner.

The radiocarbon analyses obtained from charcoal and burnt animal bones from the upper cultural layer of the hill fort yard yielded 280±100 cal. BC and 160±60 AD with the probability of 95.4 % (Table 1: 2–3). The radiocarbon date from the charcoal from the lower cultural layer resulted in 550±250 cal. BC with the probability of 95.4 % (Table 1: 1). According to the dates the upper cultural layer correlates with the first fortification of the hill fort rampart, detected on the northern side of the plateau and erected of logs and at least partly of limestones directly onto the natural soil. The first fortification remains have been dated to the time between 285±115 cal. BC up to 180±180 cal. BC with the probability of 95.4 % in the part of the hill fort excavated in 2007 (Löhmus & Oras 2008, 36) and 125±85 cal. BC up to 70±60 AD in the section excavated in 2005 (Johanson & Veldi 2006, 34; Tönnisson et al. 2008, 191). During the Pre-Roman Iron Age Jägala Jõesuu hill fort had the largest area (altogether 2.8 ha) in the whole northern Europe.

The find material and radiocarbon dates obtained until now allow us to distinguish three settlement stages on the plateau of the Jägala Jõesuu hill fort: (1) Neolithic (according to the finds the Typical and Late Comb Ware Culture, the combined date 4200–1900 cal. BC), (2) Pre-Roman and Roman Iron Age and (3) Middle Iron Age (the date of the period 450–800 AD).
(Lõhmus & Oras 2008, 29). New excavations gave evidence of human activities on the hill fort at the end of the Bronze Age and the beginning of the Iron Age, the field remains were radiocarbon dated between the 6th and the 3rd century cal. BC. Both probably pre-date the period when a rampart was erected to the northern side of the ridge. Similarly to the two earlier fieldwork seasons of the research group of the University of Tartu, the cultural layer from the Middle Iron Age could not be detected from the hill fort. The discerning of this stage is continuously based on only a single stray find and a radiocarbon date from the test-pit dug into the hill fort yard (Johanson & Veldi 2006, 30 and the literature cited there). Together with the plough-marks discovered under the cultural layer of Ilumäe II and IV settlement sites, that are younger than the Late Neolithic and older than the 4th – 6th century AD (Lang 2000, 178–179), the plough-marks from Jägala are the oldest of their kind in Estonia.

RESULTS OF THE LANDSCAPE SURVEY

Jägala Jõesuu II settlement site

The site was discovered by Gurly Vedru in 2004. Finds were gathered from loose sand from a forest path located on the track of the Jägala River bank (Vedru 2004) (Fig. 9: C). During the survey of 2008 test-pits were dug on a wider area and finds were gathered from loose sand surface. The cultural layer containing finds\(^2\) covered an area of approximately 160 × 75 m. Narva-type pottery was gathered from two test-pits about 6 m from each other from the higher north-western part of the settlement site. Altogether 9 pottery sherds were collected. These derive from big 6–7 mm thick vessels moulded from clay mixed with plant remains (7 sherds) or plant remains and rock debris (2 sherds). One fragment of the rim has a thinning edge as is common for the Narva-type pottery. The vessels have been moulded from narrow (0.9–1.6 cm) coils with U-type contact surfaces. The surfaces have been striated and smoothed. A charred layer was detected on the inner surfaces of two sherds. Two other quartz flakes, a bipolar quartz blade, a stone flake and burnt pieces of clay and bone were found from the same test-pits. A dark charcoal-rich sand layer was discerned from the most find-rich test-pit that was located 50 m from the steep edge of the river bank approximately 15 cm from the modern ground level. A maximum 15 cm thick cultural layer rested on coarse-grained light brown (marine?) sand.

Only some stone finds and bone pieces were gathered elsewhere, from loose sand and test-pits. The majority of the find material constituted of quartz, including two flakes of pink variety. Two blades and 18 flakes have polished cortex that refers to the use of pebbles. Altogether 122 quartz finds were collected outside the area with pottery, 109 (i.e. 89 %) of these were flakes. The flaking technique could be identified in 55 cases, from these 53

\(^2\) TÜ 1704.
were bipolar and only 2 processed with platform technique. 9 quartz blades and one blade fragment were found. These were 1.3 up to 3.4 cm long, all struck in the bipolar flaking technique. Altogether 3 quartz cores were collected, all bipolar, measuring \(2.2 \times 1.2 \times 1.1\) cm up to \(2.7 \times 0.9 \times 1.0\) cm.

The share of flint in the find material is extremely small (only 6.9 % of flint and quartz finds). The flint is local Palaeozoic grey or beige low-quality rock. Among nine flint finds 6 were flakes and 2 bipolar 1.1 cm and 1.4 cm long blades. From the artefacts of secondary processing only a single fragment of flint scraper on a flake with steep convex blade was obtained. 3 stone flakes were gathered as well, 2 of these were aphanitic limestone and 1 porphyry. Altogether 70 bone fragments were collected, all burnt.

The described find material, dominated by quartz, with the supremacy of flakes and bipolar flaking technique, the small share of artefacts with secondary processing etc., is relatively typical of the collections of Estonian Late Mesolithic coastal and island collections during the periods both predating pottery (7000–5500 cal. BC) as well as with pottery (5500–4200 cal. BC) (see Kriiska 2003). A radiocarbon date obtained from a burnt animal bone found from loose sand resulted in \(6510 \pm 90\) cal. BC (Table 1: 4) with the probability of 95.4 %. This indicates at the multilayeredness of the habitation. Considering the earliest dates of the Narva-type ceramics and the pottery types spread in the neighbouring countries that commonly are not older than 5500 cal. BC (e.g. Loze 1988, 101; Piezonka 2008, 69), two habitation periods with the time span of at least 1000 years can be distinguished at the Jägala Jõesuu II settlement site. This does naturally not presume a permanent and long-term occupation of the site during the periods.

A somewhat different date is referred to by the shore-displacement chronology of Timo Jussila and Aivar Kriiska (2004). According to their chronology the transgressive shoreline of the Litorina Sea in the neighbourhood of Jägala Jõesuu is approximately 20 m a.s.l. by now. In case of the water level being 1 m lower, the part of the settlement site with the finds of Narva Culture located 19–20 m a.s.l., can be dated to about 4200 cal. BC as a settlement site is directly situated on the beach. The offered date definitely remains within the limits of the dates obtained from the sites of the Narva Culture for the time being (Lang & Kriiska 2001). However, the part of the settlement site without pottery, but dated to the Mesolithic, is problematic, since the lower boundary of its cultural layer is about 18 m a.s.l. Prognosing the water level being 1 m below the lower boundary of the cultural layer, the most possible age for beach life is approximately 3800 cal. BC. This contradiction of dates needs further explanation both by additional radiocarbon dates as well as geological studies, since, although find material seems to exclude such a late date of the site, there are other Neolithic settlement sites in Estonia where pottery sherds were not found during test excavations or survey trips (Jussila & Kriiska 2004, 4). At the same time it is also possible that the settlement site
predating the transgression maximum of the Litorina Sea was buried under marine sands during the transgression but was later re-opened for some reason. The removing of sand might for example be connected with active sand drifting in the area.

**Jägala Jõesuu III settlement site**

Jägala Jõesuu III settlement site is located 45 m south-east from the II settlement site (Fig. 9: D). It is a small area with a relatively weak cultural layer, comprising of an approximately 15 × 15 m big area in the vicinity of the Ruu–Neeme road. Loose sand and test-pits yielded 13 quartz flakes, a single local grey/beige flint flake, one quartzite flake and 10 burnt pieces of animal bones. The flaking technique could be identified only in case of two quartz flakes, one of these was produced in the bipolar, the other in the platform technique. According to the find material the site may allegedly be dated to the Late Mesolithic, however, a contradiction occurs with the shore-displacement chronology of Jussila and Kriiska (2004), which suggests that if the site was situated on the beach, it should derive from approximately 3800 cal. BC or be buried under the sands of the Litorina Sea. An exceptional find is an Iron Age pottery sherd mixed with rock debris which can apparently be associated with human activity of the time of existence of the Jägala Jõesuu III settlement site in the neighbourhood.

**Jägala Jõesuu IV settlement site**

Jägala Jõesuu IV settlement site is situated directly south of the III settlement site (Fig. 9: E). It comprises an area of about 50 m long and 40 m wide. The cultural layer, which in places was distinguished as an up to 25 cm thick grey or black sand stratum containing charcoal, rock debris and limestone pieces, rests on dune sands and has been buried under more than 0.5 m thick dunes (Fig. 10). Altogether 11 pottery sherds, at least from three vessels, were gathered from test-pits. The majority of sherds originate from pots that have been moulded from clay mixed with rock debris. The preserved surfaces imply that vessels have been smoothed on both outer and inner surfaces. One sherd evidently derives from the edge of the rim of a carinated bowl with a smoothed surface. This vessel has also been produced of clay mixed with rock debris. One animal bone was radiocarbon dated. Its age – 1800±160 cal. AD (Table 1: 5) with the probability of 95.4% – suggests that the cultural layer of the site has at least partly been disturbed in the historic period. For the time being ceramics enables to date the site very generally to the Iron Age, on the basis of the lack of striations in surface finish supposedly still into younger period than the Early Iron Age.

---

3 TÜ 1705.
4 TÜ 1706.
**Jägala Joa III settlement site**

The settlement site is situated approximately 150 m SSW from the Jägala Jõesuu IV settlement site (Fig. 9: F). The cultural layer, which covers only an area of 20 × 13 m, was exposed very feebly by colour, but the stratum containing finds was in places more than half a meter thick. Test-pits yielded 8 pottery sherds and one quartz flake. Seven pottery sherds originated from up to 1.3 cm thick vessels which have been moulded from clay mixed with rock debris. The surfaces of the vessels have been smoothed, polished in one case. Ceramics enables us to date the site very generally to the Iron Age; the lack of striations in surface finish suggests that the site might still be younger than the Early Iron Age. A single fragment of glazed redware refers to human activity in the place during the historic period as well.

---

5 TÜ 1713.
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ARHEOLOGILISED UURIMISTÖÖD JÄGALAS

2008. aasta juulis ja augustis tegi Tartu Ülikooli uurimisrühm Harjumaal Jägala Jõesuu linnusel ja selle jalamil paiknevad asulakohad väljakaevamisest ning uuringuid geograardi ning ühtlasi inspektiteeri ümbruskonda.

Jägala Jõesuu linnusest u 80 m põhjas (jn 1; 9) paiknevad Jägala Jõesuu Linnnamäe asulakohu uu- riti nelja proovikaevandi. Kohati mattunud kultuurkiht on säilinud paiguti väga hästi, kuid hiliseima inimtegevuse tagajärjel ka osaliselt lõhutud. Esiailoolise asustusega seondub 2 kvarts (jn 2; 7), teieavva- ja 319 keramikakildu. Savinõukildud pärinevad kivipuuruga segatud savist liitmetehnikas valmistatud kaussidest (jn 2; 3) ja pottidest. Anumate hulgas on nii siledapinnalisi kui ka välja pooldatud riibitud pott (jn 2; 1–2, 4–6), sildi maailm tellide üle kolm korra rohkem kui võimalelt pinnal sadulit kilde. Kaüsid on reeglina mõlemalt pinnalt sadulud. Riibitud keramikata järgi saab asulakohale dateerida vanemasse rauaega (500 eKr – 450 pKr), kuid üks sadulud pinnaga kausi servatükk võib pärineda ka keskmisele rauaajast (450–850 pKr).

Jägala Jõesuu linnusel olev uurimiskeskus hoo- viala. Geograaridaga kokuti teavet (1) linnuse põhja- poolse valli kohta ning kontrolliti valli olemasolu idakülgil, (2) põhijalAMIL oletatava vallikraavi ning (3) üueala kultuurkihki kohta.

Geoloogilise ja arheoloogilise esemärgiga uurin- gutel kasutati Radar Systems Inc. georadarit sageldusel 500 MHz. Mõõtmine toimus 4114 mm-erine pikku- sega profililt. Linnnamäe geoloogilises ülesehitsuses võimaldavad radaruuringu tulemused eristada kolme erinevat keskkonda: (1) pindmised liitmetiivad, (2) nende all merelise päritoluga liivad, (3) nende all venitegud peegeldus, millest allpool elektromagnetilaeneid hüüdbuvad kiiresti ja mis on seotavate põhja- veetasemega (vt jn 3).


Linnuse hoovil fikseeriti geograariga liitmetiivadesiisest peegelduste olemasolul (jn 4). Peegelduste põhjustaja selgitamiseks rajati 4 × 4 m kaevand lin- nuse idaosas paiknevate liivakuhjatiste piirile (jn 6). Kaevandis avatud liiva visuaalne analüüs kinnitas, et hoovil paiknevad liivakuhjatised on kuni 1,5 m pakse paadised luitud. Vahetult liitukiiva all oli põhjasuu- nis kuldja organaikut sadalad 10–15 cm pakse tYYläväsmust liivane kultuurkiht (ülemine kultuur- kiht), kus lisaks leidudete osutasid inimtegevusele ka üks lubjakivitük, söötükid ja kivipurk.

Ülemise kultuurkihi all paljudes kaksküümmend 0,3–3,5 m pikkust ja kuni 14 cm laiust säilitatud süsinik- kiht, milles esindus on võimalik kontrollida. Ülemise kultuurkihist ja/ 3 põllu jäänume sadulud, millest allpool elektromagnetilaeneid päästatakse ootelise lõi lai- nise sild-eji jälginud üks 2500 m² suuruse ala (jn 5).

Künniaripude all oli säilinud veel üks kultuurkiht, mis radaripildis pole identifitseeritav. Nimelt paljudes kaevandades saadud juures saadavat süsiniku kiht, milles esindus on võimalik kontrollida. Ülemine kultuurkiht on säilinud põhjas ja ülemise kultuurkihi (jn 8). Vimalik, et tegemist on sündinud lõhjaga alamuulainusega.

Ülemisest kultuurkihi saadi kokku 95 leid (51 savinõukildud, 28 põhned savi tükki, 10 põhned luurafragmenti, 5 kvartsleidud ning kvivasti), alimises leidis 440 leid (431 savinõukildud, 421 on ühest anumast, 6 põhned luurafragmenti, 2 põhned savi- tükki ja kvartsleidud). Enamik savinõukilde pärine- vad kivipuuruga, osa ka tamise massi ning taimse massi ning kivipuuruga või liivaga segatud savist valmistatud nödest, mis on võimalik, et võidakse mõne niusisol olla nii sise- kui kui välisipinnalt sadulud, kuid on alutatud pinnal sadulud ja sisepinnalt riibitud ning sisepinnalt sadulud ja välisipinnalt riibitud anumad. Übel killull esines lohkurkormant. Kvartsleidudest on 4 ebasel tutvustehnikaga killuld ja 1 laastu katke.

Linnusehoovit (ülemisest kultuurkihi leitud süsteem) ja põhned vallal liivane või põhned vallal liivane 180:100 kal. eKr ja 160:60 pKr (Tabel 1: 2–3) ning alimises kultuurkihis kogutud süsteem leiti analüüsitud 550:250 kal. eKr (Tabel 1: 1). Ülemine kultuurkiht korreleerub dateeringute alus- sel linnuse valli esimete, plato põhjaserval looduskil- pelinna peal põhkehuljaste vahemallal alusel ülemine kultuurkiht, mis on tööks kultuurkihi on kõrgeerub dateeringute alusest.

Kui varasem leiaaineline ja radiokonöffine dateering- utenäol on märkimisväärsed, siis suudab uuringuid lisasid sellele veel vallal rajamisele eelnendu
pronksiaja lõpu ja rauaaja alguse asustusjärgu ning pöllumaa.


Narva tüüpi keraamika ja radiosüsiniku dataeringute järgi võib Jägala Jõesuu II asulakohale eristada tavaliselt 1000 aastase vahega kahte asusta asustusperioodi. Mõnevõrra teistsugusele dateeringule osutab rannasüüdekrinooloogia, mille alusel jääb Litorinamere transgressivne rannajoon praeguse Jägala Jõesuu kandid u 20 m ü.m.p. Narva kulturiidu asulaosa, mis paiknes kõrgusel 19–20 m ü.m.p., oleks 1 m madalamal veetasema juures pidanud paiknema vahetult mererannas ja sellisena oleks selle dataering 4200 kal. eKr, mis jäib Narva kulturi muististest praeguseks saadud dataerimgute piiridesse. Probleemne on aga mesolitilise dataeringuga ja ilma keraamikakata asulaosa, mille kultuurikivi alumine piir on u 18 m ü.m.p. Juhul, kui veetase oleks olud kultuurikivi alumisest piirist 1 m madalamal, oleks rannalupaanalgaks köige sõbi-